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❖Online Social networks (OSNs) , such as 
Facebook and Twitter, have been increasing in 
popularity in the past 10 years.

❖OSNs have many societal, economical, and 
cultural impacts within today’s society.

❖Determining the structural characteristics of 
these OSNs is of great interest (e.g., How users 
interconnect to form a network).

❖Characterization of OSNs is inherently difficult 
due to their size (e.g., Twitter has hundreds of 
millions of users making it difficult to capture a 
complete snapshot of the OSN).

❖Characterizing connectivity on an OSN without 
considering user attributes (e.g., social role, 
location, etc.) is of limited value.

❖Therefore, how can we characterize connectivity 
of a large OSN in a socially-aware manner?
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Method

❖Twitter is an OSN that has structural 
connectivity between its user vertices; our goal 
is to capture this connectivity structure.

❖We label ‘elite users’ to be users who are highly-
active or exhibit more influence than regular 
(‘non-elite’) users.

❖They compose a core subgraph of the 
OSN structure.

❖Elite users have direct connectivity to a large 
number of regular users within the OSN. 

❖ Identifying relationship patterns amongst elite 
users provides insight to the overall structure of 
the OSN.

❖Elite communities are communities of elite 
users exhibiting a ‘social cohesion’ around a 
specific common theme.

Background

❖The primary method of capturing the OSN is to capture the “Elite Network” 
composed of Twitter’s elite users to reveal relationship and influence patterns 
of elite users in the OSN.

❖Majority of users in an OSN have low activity or connectivity and do not 
contribute significantly to the structure of an OSN.

❖Twitter is a large OSN, with millions who exhibit low connectivity, 
thus we must find a way to capture users of importance: elite users.

❖We leverage elite users to characterize the OSN, as these individuals exhibit 
higher levels of connectivity and are an important component of the OSN’s 
connectivity structure.

❖It is prohibitively expensive to try and leverage regular users to 
characterize the OSN.

❖The connectivity between elite users is what constitutes the Elite 
Network.

❖We capture the “Elite Network” by crawling the top 10,000 elite users of the 
OSN from the website SocialBakers.com (OSN statistic site).

❖To independently identify accounts which fit the criteria of an elite 
user, randomized walks are employed.

❖An efficient technique to identify visible and heavily influential 
users; ensures master list is in order.

❖ Elite communities form
meaningful components           
of the OSN. 

❖ Themes of community
broadly divided to 
Country, Language, 
Cultural Interest, and
Business sector as 
depicted in the figure:

❖By using elite communities, shadow partitions are formed from grouping 
users based upon interest with an elite community; viewed as extensions of 
an elite community.

❖Here, directed edges indicate
relationships between the
regular users and elites.

❖Utilizing these methods, it is possible to capture and characterize the Twitter 
OSN through leveraging the existence of Elite Users and their impact.
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❖ An expected result is a new technique for 
capturing the Twitter interconnectivity structure 
using an elite network.

❖ By gathering elite users and their communities, 
the project will be able to characterize the Twitter 
OSN structure and determine structural 
characteristics of the OSN itself in a socially-aware 
manner.

❖ Additionally, by leveraging the elite communities, 
the research also expects to expand upon the 
partitions of regular users by clustering regular 
users based upon relative connectivity to the elite 
communities found.

❖Ultimately, an accurate characterization of the 
OSN is the result intended to be found. As well as 
a socially-aware method to navigate the 
interconnectivity of the OSN.
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